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ABSTRACT
Random deposition represents the simplest growth model. From a
randomly chosen site over the surface, a particle falls vertically until it reaches the
top of the interface, whereupon it sticks irreversibly. To include surface
relaxation, we allow the deposited particle to diffuse along the surface up to a
finite distance, stopping when it finds the position with the lowest height. As a
result of the relaxation process, the final interface will be smooth, compared to the
model without relaxation.
In this research we investigate two types of randomness in the relaxation
of sandpile models when the slop at some point becomes over-critical. In one type
of randomness, the number of particles, nr, falling to its nearest neighbors in the
resulting relaxation, is not constant but random, even though an equal number fall
in each direction. We find that this kind of randomness does not change the
universality class of the models. Another type of randomness is introduced by
having all nr particles to fall in one single direction, but with the direction chosen
randomly. We find that this type of randomness has a strong effect on the
universality of the models.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Study Background

In 1987, Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld [I] [BTW] proposed the notion of Self

Organized Criticality (SOC) to account for such scale-invariant fluctuations in
physical and other systems. The idea is best illustrated by thinking of a model
sandpile. Imaging that we build a sandpile from the start by adding grains of sand
slowly and randomly. At the beginning, the pile is rather flat. The added grain
usually nestles where it is sprinkled, or it may cause a small local rearrangement of
sand grains. As the pile grows, we sometimes see larger and larger local
rearrangements or avalanches. Eventually, the pile will reach a statistically
stationary state where its slope has a "critical" value . Addition of sand grains will
increase the slope. On the other hand , if the slope of the pile is larger than the
critical value, addition of sand grains will trigger larger avalanches which will bring
the slope back to the critical value . So, there is a feedback mechanism in the
dynamics to keep the system at a critical point. At this critical state, the addition of
sand grains can have many different consequences: it may simply nestle where it is
added , it may cause a small avalanche, or it may, on occasion, trigger a very large
avalanche. At this point, there is no typical scale for the avalanches or
fluctuations: they can have any sizes up to the size of the system. It has been
demonstrated in some simple models that, indeed, the system will be driven into a

.<.

critical state where the distribution of fluctuations has a power-law form or a
multifractal form. Some of the studies show that the physics generating small
avalanches is the same as that generating the big ones and that the big avalanches
are nothing special but part of the critical fluctuation [1].
SOC is a candidate for the sought-after theory of complexity (Waldrop
1992) [2]. One of the factors for the high degree of interest in SOC is that it unites
self-organization and critical behavior concepts, and the less fascinating notion as
complexity. The behavior of SOC was the hope to a dynamical explanation to the
reason why many systems in nature exhibits complex spatial and temporal
structures.
Phenomena such as earthquakes, forest fires, sandpile, electric breakdown,
motion of magnetic flux lines in superconductors, water droplets on surface and
dynamics of magnetic domains, all in very diverse fields of science, have been
claimed to exhibit SOC behavior. Also, the idea was suggested to apply it to
economics and more recently it has been considered as ways to understanding
biological evolution. SOC does not have a distinct general definition and does not
have distinct necessary conditions under which its behavior arises. The word has
two parts. Self - organization has for many years been used to described the ability
by certain nonequilibrium systems to develop structures and patterns in the absence
of control or manipulation by external agent (Nicol is 1989) [3]. For instant, the
advancement of structure in biological systems falls in this category. The word
criticality has a very precise meaning in equilibrium thermodynamics (Binney et

.)

al. 1992) [4J. Something unusual happens whenever the temperature of the system is
exactly equal to the transition temperature. Sy stem can be disturbed at all other
temperatures locally and the effect of the disturbance affects only the local
neighborhood. But, at the tran sition temperature the local distortion will propagate
throughout the whole system. Although nearest neighbor members of the system
interact directly, the interaction effectively reaches across the whole system and the
effect decays algebraically rather than exponentially. The system as a result
becomes critical in the manner that all members of the syste m influence each other.
In a thermodynamic system critical behavior is well understood. The approach of
the critical temperature can be studied by use of Wilson's renonnalization group
theory (Binney et al. 1992) [4J, starting from the formali sm describing the
thermodynamic free energy of the system and considering that the detail can be
described mathematically. Gibb's canonical ensemble enables the possibility of
mathematical description. To make statistical considerations, we must be competent
to ascribe precisely probability of the various allowable states of the system. If we
know the energy of a system, then the Boltzmann factor exp (-Hff) can be use .
During the evolution of the dynamical equation governing the system, the
equivalent formalism that determines the probability with which given system will
occur is not known. Therefore, the statistical properties such as correlation function
of dynamic systems are generally not calculable. Even with the lack of mathematical
support of the statistical description of dynamical systems, it was suggested by
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BTW that a large group of systems behave very much like thermodynamical
systems right at the phase transition temperature. Usually dynamical systems propel
themselves into a condition characterized by algebraic correlation.
We find that the distribution functions describing the number of times
with which various events occur in the SOC State display power laws. The
distribution of energy releases in earthquakes is a power law , that is the Guthenberg
- Richter law. Let E be the energy generated during an earthquake, according to
Guthenberg - Richter law's, the probability of an earthquake of the same size is
given by P (E) - E-B [5]. In sandpile models , we find that the distribution of
lifetimes of the avalanches as well as the distribution of avalanche sizes follow
power law . This type of distribution behavior is noticed repeatedly in SOC model
systems.
The BTW (1987) initial objective was aimed to give an explanation to
why spatial fractals and fractal time series, known as "l/f fluctuation," seem to be
present everywhere in nature. Intensive studies conducted on the properties of
fractal lead to the knowledge of how to characterize fractal, how random walkers
behave on fractals, elastic properties and phase transitions on fractal structures.
However, the investigation remains on how or what aspects of the evolution are
responsible for the formation of fractals.
The claim by BTW that SOC is the possible explanation for 1/f noise and
of fractals are based on the following argument: that a signal will be able to develop
by gradual changes through a system as long as it is able to find a connected path of

J

above - threshold regions and that the system is either driven at random or begins
from a random original condition. Regions that are able to transmit a signal will
form some kind of random network. The network will be changed slightly or
partially by the action of the internal dynamics induced by the external drive . Every
time the internal dynamics relaxes the system, the dynamics stop so that all local
regions are below threshold.

1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the last ten years, a multitude of scientific theories moved from the

domain of peer reviewed scientific journals into the arena of popular science. This
review is an analysis of Self-organized Criticality (SOC) , a theory which recently
made this move. SOC is well established in the domain of peer reviewed scientific
journals. Since the introduction of the term SOC (Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld,
1987), more than 2000 papers have been written on the subject, making this, initial
paper, the most cited in physics(Bak, 1996) [6]. As championed by theoretical
physicist Per Bak, SOC is relevant to a large number of naturally occurring
phenomena from avalanches, to prices on the commodities market, and to the use of
the English language in newspapers.
Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld proposed cellular automata model for Self
Organized Criticality (SOC) . They stated that the model reflects the properties of
avalanches of a sandpile. Although it turned out that such models are not able to
describe real sandpiles, the work initiated a lot of interest in granular materials and
especially sandpiles. Gerald Baumann developed an Extended Ballistic Deposition

(EBD) model [7] which is able to reflect the qualitative properties of a granular
material in the limits of infinite static friction and vanishing dynamic friction.
Nagel's (1992) [8] experiments with sand piles in three sided sand boxes, and
rotating, semicylindrical drums filled with sand. His experiment tested for the
presence of a power law in the temporal occurrence of avalanches. Nagel did not
find a power law distribution. Instead, he found that avalanches occur periodically in
time, suggesting an oscillation in the system. Similar experiments were performed at
the University of Michigan (Bret, et. al., 1992) [9]. These experiments video taped
landslides. The video tape was digitized and the size of the landslides subsequently
counted. The results showed that some systems did exhibit a power law relationship
while others did not.
The theory of Self-organized Criticality (SOC) seeks to explain how the
multitude of large interactive systems observed in Nature develops power law
relationships from simple rules of interaction. Since SOC models generate power
law distributions, proponents of the theory claim that many natural phenomena can
eventually be understood via SOC .

1.3 Statement of Problems
The paper by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld (1987) contained the hypothesis
that, indeed, systems consisting of many interacting consistuents may exhibit some
general characteristics behavior. The seductive claim was that, under very general
conditions, dynamical systems organize themselves into a state with a complex but
rather general structure. The systems are complex in the sense that no single

characteristics event size exits: there is not just one time and one length scale that
controls the temporal evolution of these systems. Although the dynamical response
of the system is complex, the simplifying aspect is that simple power laws describe
the statistical properties. Moreover, some of the experiment may be identical for
systems that appear to be different from a microscopic perspective.
The claim by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld (BTW) was that this typical
behavior develops without any significant "tuning" of the system from the
outside. Further, the states into which systems organize themselves have the same
kind of properties exhibited by equilibrium systems at the critical point.
Therefore, these and other notions lead to the need for the effects of randomness
and spatially dependent relaxation on sandpile models.

1.4

Objectives of the research
The objectives of this research are:
To investigate two types of randomness in the relaxation of
sandpile models when the slope at some point becomes over
critical.

In one type of randomness , we study the number of falling
particles, nr, that is not constant but random; and we have an
equal number of particles falls in each direction; we consider
relaxation in the nearest neighborhood of falling particles.

In another type of randomness, we have all nr particles to fall
in one single direction, but with the direction chosen randomly

8

1.5

Nature and Scope
Critical state behavior is described by the reaction of a system to external
disturbance.

For a state of noncritical behavior, the reaction of the system is

accounted for by a characteristic response time and characteristic length scale
over which the disturbance is felt spatially. The reaction of a noncritical system
behavior can be different in detail as the system is disturbed at different positions
and at different times, the distribution of responses is limited and is greatly
described by the average response.
In the case of a critical system, the same disturbance applied at different

state or at the same state at different times can lead to a response of any
magnitude. As a result, the measure of the average response may not even exit.
Using sandpile to illustrate critical state behavior, we examine the state by
adding one single grain of sand to a randomly chosen position on the slope. The
additional grain will induce an avalanche characterized by spatial and temporal
dimensions. We signify statistical distributions accounting for the response of the
avalanche and the lifetimes of the avalanche by pes) and P (t). We anticipate
power law distributions of the form pes) - s-T and P (t) - t .a for a case of
critical state. We know that the distribution have some lower cutoff Sl and t. .
Moreover, an avalanche cannot involve the displacement of less than a single
grain of sand and the duration of an avalanche cannot be shorter than the time it
takes for one grain of sand to move a distance equal to the size of a single grain.
In the case of finite systems of linear dimension L, a crossover to exponential

decay often exists above a certain scale, say, pes) - exp (-slS-z) for so s, [10].
For the system to be in critical state, the crossover must be an increasing
function of the dimension. Sometime, we finds that

S2 -

L Q) where

Q)

> O. The

average of the distribution will not exist in the limit of infinite system dimension
if the exponent '['

< 2 and

no second moment will exist if the exponent is smaller

than 3, as a result the standard deviation is infinite.

CHAPTER TWO

METHOD

2.1

Introduction BTW model
BTW in 1987 proposed a numerical model of the most essential features
of sand dynamics (the BTW cellular automaton). The model is inspired by
sandpile and is characterized by power laws and exhibits critical behavior.
Although the situation is a little bit different for real physical sandpile.
The model is described exactly in terms of a dynamical variable, let us
take the local slope of the sand heap as an example. The dynamical variable is
updated in every time-step according to a systematic method of solving this kind
of problem. The choice of updating this systematic method is somehow arbitrary:
simplicity and intuition are the criteria for selecting the relevant definitions.
Statistical mechanicians believe that complexity arises from simplicity: the
intricate and complex behavior found in many systems is due to large number of
degrees of freedom rather than some very complicated behavior of the individual
degrees of freedom. As a result, the sandpile model is formulated according to this
paradigm.
For an easier presentation, we shall simply present the definition of the
model and the conclusions derived from numerical studies thereof. The simple
cellular automaton introduced as a means of illustrating numerically the more
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philosophical arguments put forward concerning the typical condition of systems
to organize into a critical st ate . With the derivation of the procedures determining
the dynamics of the model from intuitively apparent rel ation to the dynamics of
sand grain s falling suddenly down the slope of a sand heap.
The dynamics of the model is also based on the concept that the local
gradient of the sandpile determines the stability of the pile. Assuming the gradient
z(r) at a specific point r is smalle r than some threshold value z., then the sandpile
is loc ally stable at point r. On the other hand, when z( r) becomes larger than zc,
then the pile becomes unstable and grains will fall suddenly down the slope of the
pile. z is a variable defined on a d - dimensional square lattice and is treated as an
integer value scalar. The fact that z(r) is tre ated as a scalar in the simulations of
the model , one neglects the fact that the gradient of the slope of sandpile is a
vector in the dimensions d > 1. Howe ver, there is no significant change in the
model if z(r) is tre ated as a vector (see McN amara and Wisenfeld 1990) [II].

2.2

BTW model
The

phenomenon

of

sel f-organized

criticality

(SOC)

[12,13]

IS

characterized by spontaneous and dyn amical generation of spatial and temporal
scale invariance in extended nonequilibruim system s. Spatial scaling invariance
IS

characterized by fractal geometry, while temporal scale invariance is

manifested by 1/ oi

a power spec tru m . Most of the models studied so far are

cellular automata or sandpile models,

which , starting from an arbitrary initial
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state , evolve automatically into a critical state characterized by power-law
correlations in both spatial and temporal scales.
In most sandpile models, the slope at a point (x, y) is described by an
integer variable z (x, y). If z (x, y) exceeds a critical value z., it is updated
synchronously as follows :
z (x, y) -7 z(x, y) - n.,

z(x ± y) -7 z(x ± I, y) + nr /4 ,
z(x, y ± I) -7 z(x, y ± I) + nr /4 .
Here we have taken a square lattice and nf -:: ; z; is an integer divi sible by
four . In the original BTW model, nf is a constant at every point of the lattice. In
this work we investigate the effect of having nr random on different sites of the

I
j

lattice . For instance , for z;

= 8, we can let nr be either 4 or 8 at random. We find

l

that this kind of randomness does \lot noticeably affect the universality of the
•
••

,·

model.
Beside the above updating rule, we also investigate the following updating
rule. When z(x, y) exceeds a critical value z., it is updat ed according to the rile:
z(x, y)

~

z(x, y) - \l f (x, y) ,

z( x', y' ) ~ z( x',

y') + nf (x, y) ,

where ( x' , y') is a randomly chosen nearest neighbor of (x, y) and nr(x, y)
can be chosen either constant or random. In this case, instead of distributing nr
grains equally in the four direction s, all the nf grain s fall in a single, randomly

~

1.:>

chosen direction. We find that this type of randomness has a strong effect on the
universality class of the model.

2.3

BTW model with random nr
In this model, when the slope z(x,y) at a point (x,y) exceeds a critical value
zc, its value is updated according to:
Z(X,y) -H(X,y) - nr{x,y),
z(x

± I,y)

-7 z(x

± J ,y) + nr{x,y)/4,

Z(X, y ± I) -7Z(X, Y ± I) + nr(x,y)/4.
Here we have chosen z; :::: 8 and n,(x,y) is a random variable whose value can be
either 4 or 8. The system is an N x N square lattice with open boundary conditions
on all four sides. Sand grains are added one at a time only when the slop at every
site is below critical. Once the slope at a single site is above critical, we stop
adding sand and wait for the system to relax through avalanching. We resume
adding sand when all sites arc again below critical. So there is only one avalanche,
if any, at all times. We repeat this process until a steady state is reached in which
the average number of grains added is equal to the average number of grains
leaving the system through the boundries. After that, we can start measuring the
distributions of the sizes of the avalanche D(S) and the duration of the avalanches
D(T). These distribution s should have power law forms over a large range of the
variables Sand T, of the forms D(S) - S· ex T. Notice that our definition of D(T) is
different from that of BTW. In BTW , their D(T) is weighted by the average

response

srr as earlier mentioned, but our definition of D(S) is the same as the

BTW model's. For BTW as - 1.0 in two dimensions.
Fig . 1 shows log-log plots of our results for D(S) vs . S for both the case
nr = 4 and nr taking random values 4 and 8. The data are obtained for 80 x 80
square lattice over 10,000 realizations. We found that because of the randomness
in the model, it is essential to average over many realizations. We have also
checked that a size of 80 x 80 is large enough for our purpose. It is chosen as the
best compromise between large system size and the large number realizations.
The case of constant nr is exactly the BTW model. The slope for the curve gives

as - 1.0, in agreement with BTW. The slope for the case of random nr is about
1.1, not noticeably higher than in the case of constant nr. Fig.2 shows log-log plots
of our result for D(T) vs T for the cases of nr

= 2 and

nr taking random values 4

and 8. For the case of constant nr, the slop of the curve gives aT - 1.0 and for
both the case of random nr the slop gives aT - 1.1. Since our D(T) is different
from that of BTW , we cannot compare its value with theirs. Our results show that
randomness in nr does not noticeably change the universality of the model.
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Fig. 1. Log-log plots of the distribution of avalanche size D(S) vs. S for the BTW model on square
lattice for constant and random nr, with the same number nr/4 particles falling in each of the four
directions during relaxation of over critical sites .
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2.4

DR model with random nr
For the DR model we do exactly the same thing as in the BTW model with

random nr, except that now when the slope z(x,y»zc, nr12 grains will fall in each
of the positive x and y directions only, instead of in the positive and negative x
and y directions, as in the BTW model, with nr an even number and

Zc ~

2 nr. Fig.

3 shows log-log plots of our results for the size distribution D(S) vs. S for both the
case nr =4 and the case when nr can take values 2 and 4 randomly. The data are
obtained for 80 x 80 square lattice over 10,000 different runs. We see that in both
cases, the slopes are about the same, giving ex s-I.4. Fig. 4 shows log-log plots of
our results for the distribution of the avalanche duration D(T) vs. T, for both the
case nr =4 and the case when nr can take values 2 and 4 randomly. The slopes of
both curves gives the same value ex T -1.4.
The case nr = constant is the DR model. In this case, DR had shown that if
pet) is the probability that an avalance has a duration greater than t, then pet) -f

ex P, with the exact result ex P = Y2. Our D(T) is related to pet) by pet) - [

D(T)

dT -t 1- ex T. Therefore, ex T is related to ex P by ex T = I + ex P = 312, not far from our
numerical result of 1.4. Our results there show that randomness in nr also does not
affect the DR model.
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Fig . 3. Log-log plots of the distribution of aval anche size D(S) vs. S for the DR model on square latti ce for
constant and random n., with the same number nr 12 particles falling in each of the two po sitive x and y
directions during rela xation of over cr itical sites.
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2.5

BTW model with random direction of relaxation
In this model, whenever the slope z(x,y) at a point (x,y) exceeds a
critical value zc, the relaxation rule is such that all nr grains will fall in a single,
but randomly chosen direction. We cho se Zc
grains is either chosen as constant, nr

= 4. The

number nr of falling sand

= 4 or allowed to take randomly the values

of 2 or 4. That is, when z(x,y) exceeds a critical value zc, the updating rule is:
z(x,y) -n(x,y) - nr(x,y),
z( x' , y') ---7 z( x' , y') + nr(x,y),
where (x' , y') is a randomly chosen nearest neighbor of (x ,y) and nr(x,y)
can be either constant or random. We have simulated this model on an

80 x 80

square lattice over 10,000 realizations. The log-log plots of D(S) vs. S are shown
in Fig.5 for both cases of nr constant and random. The data are obtained for an 80
x 80 square lattice over 10,000 realizations. For nr constant, the slope of the curve
gives as - 0.62, very different from the BTW value. For random nr, the slope
gives as - 1.2, is similar to the value for the BTW model with random nr, but
with grains falling equally in all four directions. The log-log plots of D(T) are
shown in Fig.6. The slopes of the curves give aT - 0.6 for constant nr and

aT -1.2 for random nr. Here we see that even though randomness in the direction
of the falling sand has a strong effect on the universalities of the models, giving
exponents very different from

Ll

the BTW model, a combination of both random nr and random direction of
relaxation brings the model back to the universality class of BTW.
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Fig . 5 . Log-log plots of the distribution of avalanche size DeS) vs . S for BTW model on square lattice for
constant and random nr, with all nr particles falling in a single but randomly chosen direction during
relaxation of over critical sites.
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2.6

Findings and Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of randomness on sandpile models. Two
types of randomness have been studied. One type of randomness is

the

randomness of the number nr of falling sand grains , with relaxation, when a site
becomes over-critical. The number nr can be random even though an equal
number, nr/4 of sand grains fall in each of the four directions on the square lattice.
We find that for this type of randomness, the universality of the models is not
changed. More interesting is the case when n, is constant but a random direction is
chosen for each relaxation of over-critical sites. In this case, all nr grains fall in
randomly chosen direction. Here we find a new universality class in which a

s 

0.6 , very different from the BTW value of 1.0. However, with the combination of
randomness in both nr and in the direction of relaxation, the model reverts back to
that of the BTW universality class .
The introduction of randomness in nr and in direction of relaxation
naturally makes our models more realistic towards real sandpiles. We find that
only the special case of constant nr and random direction of relaxation gives rise
to new universality classes. However, it is interesting to see that in this case, even
microscopic details such as random direction in the relaxation rather than equal
distribution in the four directions can have such a strong effect on the universality
of these nonequilibrium models.
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Appendix
The appendix in this investigation contains all the programs
~sed for the investigation of the effect of randomness and
spatially dependent relaxation on sandpile models. The code is
written in Fortran and can be simply re-entered on a computer that
has a Fortran software. The code is not optimized: It is included
as a guide and for inspiration to people who have little or no
experience in programming this kind of problem.

c Program to study the effect of randomness on sandpile models

o
c n f =2 or 4 in random directions

o

parameter(n=200,m=200,irelax=600,nfill=2,nbuf=10

o
c

PARAMETER(N=200,M=200,IRELAX=60000,NFILL=50,NBUF=1000

o
c

PARAMETER(N=40,M=40,IRELAX=1000,NFILL=10,NBUF=1000

c

parameter(n=lO,m=lO,irelax=lOO,nfill=lO,nbuf=lOOO
,pj=.2,idruck=l,iseed=505)
integer h(300,300),hc,hO,iv(4,2),latt(300,300},nf(4)
X
,LATS(300,300),DT(800000) ,DS(8000000),ISHIFT(300)
double precision z(300)
dimension pyplus(300)
OPEN(7,FILE='QSANDl.l',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(8,FILE='QSANDl.2',STATUS='UNKNOWN'}
&

SHE00180

xx=uni(iseed)
xn=float (n)
c critical slope is 4
write(7,*) 'Program qsandl.for'
icount=O

SHE00200
SHE00210
SHE00220
SHE00230
SHE00240
SHE00250
SHE00260
SHE00270
SHE00280
SHE00300
SHE00310

c

SHE00320

c

c

delta must be less than 0.25!
delta=0.25
GAMMA= 2.0
hc=4
hO=4
nf (I) =2
nf(2)=4
nml=n-l
nm2=n-2
p=pj/m/n
n2buf=nbuf*2
write(7,*} 'n,m,pj,irelax,nbuf,nfill=',n,m,pj,irelax,nbuf,nfill
write(7,*} 'hc,nf=',hc,nf
write(7,*) 'delta,gamma=',delta,gamma

SHE00380
SHE00390
SHE00400
SHE00410
SHE00420
SHE00430
SHE00440
SHE00450
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do 50 i =1, 3 0 0
z( i) =O .
5 0 co ntinue
do 53 il= l,m
do 5 3 i=l , n
h (i,i1)=hO
53 continue
DO 54 I=1,800000
54 dt (i)=O
DO 55 I =1, 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 d s(i) =O
=c= cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc ccccccccccccc
= s e t boundary co nd itions f o r the l at t i c e
6 0 continue
do 63 i =1 ,n - 1
p yplus(i) =d elta*( (n-i +O.Ol/n )**gamma
63 con ti nue
pyplus( n) =O.O
c
~

s et time equa l
itime= O

ze r o

~w * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

551 con tinue
x =un i (O)
ix =int(x*n +1)
i f(ix.gt .n)ix=n
y= u ni(O)
iy=int(y*n +1)
if (i y . gt. m) i y=m
h (ix ,iy )=h (ix , i y ) +l
556 0 nturn=O
do 55 20 i = l ,n
do 55 20 j= l ,m
LATT(I ,J) =2
c
LATT(I ,J) =UNI (0)*2+1
if(h(i ,j) .l e .h c ) g o t o 5520
nturn =nturn +l
h (i ,j )=h( i ,j )-nf (latt (i,j ) )
r a nd =uni(O)
if ( r and. gt . 0.75 +p y p lus(i ) )t he n
in ex t =i
jnext= j -1
if(jne x t. l t. 1 )g o t o 552 0
h (inext ,jnex t) =h(inext ,jne x t)+ n f( la tt(i ,j) )
goto 55 20
endif
if (rand .g t .0 .5 )then
inext =i
jnext =j+1
if(jnext . gt .m)go to 55 20
h(inext ,jn ext) = h( inext , jnext ) +nf (latt (i ,j))
g oto 55 20
endif
if (ra nd . gt.0.25 lt h e n
j next =j
inext =i -1
if(inext .lt .1 )g oto 5520

SHE004 6 0
SHE00 47 0
SHE004 80
SHE0 0 4 90
S HE 0 05 0 0
SHE0 05 1 0
SHE00 520
SHE0 0 53 0
SHE0 05 40
SHE0 05 5 0
SHE00560
SHE0 057 0
SHE00 5 8 0
SHE0 06 0 0
SHE0 0 61 0
SHE0 06 2 0
SHE0 0 6 3 0
SHE0 0 6 4 0
SHE0 0 650
SHE0 0 6 6 0
SHE0067 0
SHE0 0 6 8 0
SHE006 90
SHE0 071 0
SHE0 07 2 0
SHE0 07 3 0
SHE00 740
SHE00750
SHE0 07 6 0
SHE0 077 0
SHE0 07 90
SHE00840

SHE0 0 8 60

SHE0 08 9 0
SHE0 0 9 0 0
SHE0 0 910
SHE0 0 920
SHE00930
SHE0 09 5 0
SHE0 0 9 6 0
SHE00970
SHE009 80
SHE0 0 9 9 0
SHE01000
SHE01 02 0
SHE01030
SHE01040
SHE01 0 5 0
SHE01 0 6 0
SHE010 70
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h(inext,jnext)=h(inext,jnext)+nf(latt(i,j) )
goto 5520
endif
jnext=j
inext=i+1
if(inext.gt.n)goto 5520
h(inext,jnext)=h(inext,jnext)+nf(latt(i,j) )
5520 continue
if(nturn.gt.O)goto 5560
itime=itime+1
if(itime.lt.irelax)goto 551
c

ndrop=O
nout=O
c

do 51 ifill=1,nfill
do 51 ibuf=1,nbuf
idaur=O
do 561 i=1,n
do 561 j=1,m
5611ats(i,j)=0
isize=O
do 521 i=1,n
do 521 j=1,m
z(il=z(i)+h(i,j)
521 continue
x=uni(O)
ix=int(x*n+1)
if(ix.gt.n)ix=n
y=uni(O)
iy=int(y*n+1)
if (iy. gt. m) iy=m
h(ix,iy)=h(ix,iy)+1
ndrop=ndrop+1
560 nturn=O
do 520 i=1,n
do 520 j=1,m
c
LATT(I,J)=2
LATT(I,J)=UNI(0)*2+1
if(h(i,j) .1e.hc)goto 520
nturn=nturn+1
if (lats (i, j) . eq. 0) then
isize=isize+1
lats(i,j)=1
endif
h(i,j)=h(i,j)-nf(latt(i,j) )
rand=uni(O)
if(rand.gt.0.75+pyplus(i) )then
inext=i
jnext=j-1
if(jnext.lt.1lthen
nout=nout+nf(latt(i,j))
goto 520
endif
h(inext,jnext)=h(inext,jnext)+nf(latt(i,j) )
if (lats (inext, jnext) . e q , 0) then
isize=isize+1

SHE01090
SHEOllOO
SHE01l10
SHE01l20
SHE01l30
SHE01l60
SHEOll 70
SHE01210
SHE01220
SHE01230
SHE01240
SHE01250
SHE01260
SHE01290
SHE01300
SHE01310
SHE01320
SHE01330
SHE01340
SHE01350
SHE01360
SHE01370
SHE013BO
SHE01390
SHE01400
SHE01410
SHE01420
SHE01430
SHE01440
SHE01450
SHE01460
SHE01470
SHE01490
SHE01530

SHE01550
SHE01570
SHE015BO
SHE01590
SHE01600
SHE01620
SHE01630
SHE01640
SHE01650
SHE01660
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lats(in e xt,jne xt)= 1
e nd if
go t o 52 0
e n di f
i fl r and .g t . 0.5) th en
i n ex t =i
jn ex t =j+1
i f ( jnex t. g t . rn) t h en
nou t =no u t+ n f(l a t t( i ,j) )
go to 5 2 0
en d if
h( i nex t ,jnex t) =h(i n ex t , jnex t)+ n f(l a t t(i ,j) )
i f(la t s(in ex t ,jnex t) .eq. O)t h en
i s iz e =i siz e+l
l a t s(inext ,jn ex t) =1
en di f
go to 52 0
endif
if (rand. gt.0.25 )then
jnext= j
i ne xt =i - 1
if (i n ex t . l t. 1) t he n
n out=n out+nf (l att(i,j) )
go t o 52 0
end if
h (in e xt, jn ext)=h (in e xt, jnext )+nf (latt (i,j ) )
i f (l a ts( i ne x t , j nex t) . eq.O )then
is iz e =i s ize + 1
lats(i nex t ,jnex t)= 1
endif
go to 520
e ndif
jn ext =j
i n e xt= i + 1
i f(i n ex t .g t . n) th en
n out=n o ut +nf (l att (i, j ) )
g ot o 520
end if
h(inext, jnext) =h(inext,jnext ) +nf(l att( i,j))
i f (la ts (i n e x t , j n e x t ) .eq .O)then
isi ze= is i ze+1
l ats(in ext,jnext) =1
endif
520 c o n t i n ue
if (nturn .gt.O lth en
idaur= i dau r +1
g o t o 5 60
endif
d s( is ize)=ds(isize)+ 1
d t(idaur) =d t(idaur)+ 1
51 cont in u e
900 con tinue
wri t e(7 ,*) ' nd r o p, n o ut', ndr o p, n o ut
wr ite ( 8 , * ) ' nd r o p, nou t ' , nd rop , nou t
icon=nfill*rn*nbuf
do 7 0 5 i =1 , n
write(7,*) i, (z(i)+O .O)/ icon

SHE0175 0
SHE0 1760
SHE01770
SHE01780
SHE0 1790

SHE0 1890
SHE0 1900
SHE01 910
SHE01920
SHE01930

SHE02 03 0
SHE0 2 0 4 0
SHE02 0 5 0
SHE0 2 0 6 0

SHE0 2190
SHE0 2 200
SHE0 2 210
SHE0 2 220
SHE0 2 230
SHE02 240
SHE0 228 0
SHE02 34 0
SHE02 35 0
SHE023 6 0
SHE0237 0
SHE0238 0
SHE0239 0
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705 continue
write(7,*) 'd(s)'
do 707 i=1,200000
if(ds(i).eq.O)goto 707
write(7,*)i+0.0,ds(i)
707 continue
wri te (8, *) I d (t) I
do 708 i=1,2000
if(dt(i) .eq.O)goto 708
write(8,*)i+0.0,dt(i)
708 continue
c

SHE02400
SHE02410
SHE02420
SHE02430
SHE02440
SHE02450
SHE02460
SHE02470
SHE02480
SHE02490
SHE02500
SHE02520

stop
end
C
C NOW FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
C
INTEGER FUNCTION IUNI(JD)
PARAMETER (MDIG=32)
INTEGER 1'1 ( 17)
SAVE I,J,M,M1,M2
DATA 1'1 (1) ,1'1 (2) ,1'1 (3) ,1'1 ( 4 ) ,1'1 (5) ,1'1 ( 6) ,1'1 (7) ,1'1 ( 8 ) ,1'1 ( 9) ,1'1 (10) ,1'1 ( 11 ) ,
1
1'1(12) ,1'1(13) ,1'1(14) ,!'1(15) ,1'1(16) ,1'1(17)
/30788,23052,2053,19346,10646,19427,23975,
2
3
19049,10949,19693,29746,26748,2796,23890,
4
29168,31924,16499 /

c

SHE02550
SHE02560
SHE02570

SHE02630
SHE02640
SHE02650
SHE02660
SHE02670

DATA !'11,!'12,I,J / 32767,256,5,17 /

c

SHE02690
IF(JD.EQ.0)GOT03
SHE02710

C FILL
!'11=2**(!'1DIG-2) + (2**(!'1DIG-2)-1)
!'12=2** (!'1DIG/2)
JSEED = !'1INO(IABS(JD),!'11)
IF (!'10D (JSEED, 2) . EQ. 0) JSEED=JSEED-1
KO=!'10D(9069,!'12)
K1=9069/!'12
JO=!'10D(JSEED,M2)
J1=JSEED/!'12

SHE02800

C

2

C
3

C

DO 2 1=1,17
JSEED=JO*KO
J1=!'10D(JSEED/!'12+JO*K1+J1*KO,!'12/2)
JO=!'10D(JSEED,!'12)
!'1(I)=JO+!'12*J1
1=5
J=17
BEGIN MAIN LOOP HERE
K=!'1(I)-!'1(J)
IF(K.LT.O) K=K+!'11
!'1(J)=K
1=1-1
IF (I. EQ. 0) 1= 17
J=J-1
IF(J.EQ.0)J=17
UNI=FLOAT(K)/FLOAT(!'11)
IUNI=K

SHE02850

SHE02880
SHE02890

SHE02960
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1

RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION UNI(JD)
INTE GER M(607 )
SAVE I,J,M,M1,M2
DATA M1,M2,I,J / 327 67,256,273,6 07 /
IF (JD.EQ.O)GOT03
MDIG=32
M1=2**(MDIG-2) + (2**(MDIG-2)-1)
M2=2**(M DIG/2 )
M(l)=IUNI (JD)
DO 1 II=2, 607
M(II)=IUNI (O)
1=273
J=6 07

C

3

BEGI N MAIN LOOP HERE
K=M (I)-M (J)
IF(K .LT.0 }K=K+M1
M(J)=K
1=1 -1
IF(I.EQ.0 )I= 607

SHE03130
SHE03140

J = J- 1

IF(J .EQ.0 }J= 607
UNI=FLOAT(K)/FLOAT(M1)
RETURN
END
c/ *
cl /GO . FT0 6 F0 0 1 DD SYSOUT= (A,, 6 )
c//GO.FT07F001 DD SYSOUT=(A,,7)
c!/GO. SYSIN DD *
c/*

SHE03240
SHE03250
SHE03260
SHE03270
SHE03280
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